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ABOUT
TONKIN+TAYLOR

Tonkin + Taylor serve clients

with sub-surface challenges in

land development, industry,

transport, waste and energy.

They have a long-standing

reputation for delivering

outstanding results, with

offices in Australia and New

Zealand.

Tonkin + Taylor services include

geotechnical engineering,

geotechnics, sustainability,

contaminated land and

environmental services. T+T’s

national and international award-

winning engineers, scientists,

planners and project managers

stand shoulder-to-shoulder with the

best in the world.



THE OBJECTIVES
Much of the work done by leading

environmental and engineering

consultancy Tonkin + Taylor is

about discovering ways to do

things smarter. 

Working across New Zealand and

Australia, the team of over 1,000

employees finds innovative

solutions and efficiencies for

complex geotechnical, civil, water,

environmental and resource

management challenges. 

But it’s not just the front-line team

of technical specialists, engineers,

planners and scientists who are

working smarter. Tonkin + Taylor’s

Talent Services Lead, Dee

Johnston, is always on the hunt for

ways to save her function time

and money. 

We interviewed Dee about why

she chose CVCheck as her

organisation’s all-in-one

employment screening solution. 

THE CHALLENGE

“We were looking for a solution that

would save time because we didn’t

have capacity within the team to

manage employee screening. We also

needed a solution that would enable us

to house all of our checks centrally in

one place,” 

- Dee Johnston, Talent Services Lead,

Tonkin+Taylor

https://www.tonkintaylor.co.nz/about-us/


The CVCheck dashboard is your

information hub where you can track the

checks you have ordered or get fast

access to your results.

Some online screening systems are really

just a storefront, while behind the scenes

they are shuffling paper and typing up

reports by hand. 

When we say CVCheck is online and on-

demand, we mean what we say. Our

entire system is online and we work on

the same platform you do.

This means all of our updates are

reflected live and in real-time. When you

are logged in to your account, your

dashboard shows you every step that

your order is going through and provides

updates to statuses and results.

"It’s not only about saving

the function time and

money. The impact on our

Risk function has been huge"

WHY DID TONKIN+TAYLOR

CHOOSE CVCHECK?

“It’s a very professional tool that

candidates interact and engage

positively with – this is great for our

employment brand. The service is

fantastic, the auto-responses are

brilliant, and CVCheck’s integration

with our ATS saves us a lot of time. 

CVCheck helps our team when it

comes to audit time, too! What was

previously an intensive process is

now seamless and efficient.

There’s no need to fish around for

an employee’s checks across

multiple locations –they’re all in one

place, and easy to access. 

It’s not only about saving the

function time and money. The

impact on our Risk function has

been huge,” - Dee Johnston

https://cvcheck.com/cvcheckfeatures/track-orders-on-our-personalised-dashboard/


PEACE OF MIND FOR TONKIN+TAYLOR’S CUSTOMERS

Tonkin + Taylor has built its business on trusted and enduring relationships

with central and local government, major international donor agencies,

commercial organisations, developers, contractors, individuals, and other

consultants. As such, the ability to give customers peace of mind that the

organisation they’re working with is checked, cleared and verified through

CVCheck has been essential. 

Key to this trust is having complete confidence in how data is handled and

managed. CVCheck is an ISO 27001 accredited organisation, so you can rest

assured that your data is safeguarded to the highest global standards.

“I can’t really remember, so that probably means there were

very few issues! I do recall asking for tweaks to be made to

the battery of tests we used, and CVCheck responded to our

requests quickly, with exceptional service,” Dee says.

Did you run into any difficulties during implementation?

https://cvcheck.com/cvcheckfeatures/safeguarding-your-data/


cvcheck.com

CVCheck is a leading provider of background

screening services across Australia and New Zealand,

conducting over 300,000 checks every year for

businesses, government organisations, and

individuals. We offer checks in over 190 different

countries and are the main screening provider for

over 25,000 businesses globally. 

Having developed the most technologically advanced

information verification platform available, we act as

an extension of our clients’ employer brand, providing

seamless identity and credential verification. 

Our global screening and verification service allows

our customers to verify, screen and check personal

and professional information. On their behalf, we can

access primary and third-party information from data

providers and sources such as police databases,

traffic records and professional memberships. 

Get in touch. Know who you’re hiring, fill positions faster,

or simplify employee compliance and contractor

management across your organisation or a single site.

CVCheck helps organisations get the right people onsite

faster with total visibility and control. 

Contact us to learn more.

https://cvcheck.com/contactus/

